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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Sanighat-Phukot-Syuna-Sipkhana District Road (SPSSDR, 17.650 Km), Kalikot lies in the
higher Himalayan Zone of Province 6 of Nepal. The road has been constructed adopting labour
based environmentally friendly and participatory (LEP) approach. The road is earthen surface
and is designed and constructed following Nepal Rural Road Standard 1998 (1st revision in
2012). All constructed structures are flexible, and no permanent bridges and culverts are built.
The main objectives of the resilience audit are to examine the adequacy of the current new-built
civil engineering structures particularly water management structures, bio-engineering
techniques, and propose opportunities for missing structures, assess the maintenance approach
and provide plan of action including intervention measures to improve climate resilience of the
road infrastructure as far as possible.
In general, road pavement and structures built have followed the codes and standards and only
limited scope remains to make further gains in resilience. The road is a seasonal earthen district
road and the constructed road is generally of a high standard. There are certain side drainage
structures which are planned to be completed before the road becomes trafficable. The
significant issues revealed by the study are the potential for:










Slope failure due to overly steep cut slopes in few locations,
Soil erosion/ landslide in few locations,
Gully formation due to lack of natural ravines for water disposal,
Disturbance of natural ravines due to human influences,
Scouring at the outlet of cross drains,
Soil wash off due to surface runoff,
Scouring of earthen drains in steep gradient,
Water not properly channelized as side drains not disposed till ravines, and
Moderate efficiency of causeways due to its shape.

Considering the findings of the audit including severity / vulnerability classes, nearly 37 different
interventions have been proposed in the action plan. These are grouped as follows:






10 related to road surface,
8 related to road side drain,
8 related to road cross drain,
6 related to road infrastructure stability, and
5 related to bio-engineering

The action plan provides an overview of all the aspects including improvement of bio-engineering
and civil engineering structures thereby making it easier for implementing the mitigation
measures. More specifically, issues with chainage, photographs, feasible intervention measures,
time frame and responsibility are presented in the action plan. In brief, the proposed
recommendations include:










Stricter control on outward slope to drain off surface water,
Improvement and maintenance of bio-engineering sites,
Distribution of saplings,
Proper maintenance of the road after the construction,
Improvement in cut slopes,
Improvement in shape of causeways,
Extension of drains until the natural ravine,
Preservation of ravines, and
Improvement on water management structures.
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Proper maintenance of the road after its handover is also highly recommended. The
maintenance approach for the road through the use of RMGs for routine and recurrent
maintenance is recommended. In addition there should be annual provision for reactive
Emergency and Specific maintenance as required. Road should be regularly inspected by road
engineer/technician. Apart from this, post-monsoon Rapid Condition Survey should be carried
out for emergency maintenance on an annual basis.
From the present study some of the lessons learnt which could be important for the ongoing and
future implementation activities are:
 Local road neighbours’ acceptance of road is very important;
 Field conditions should determine the cut-slope to be maintained which may not always
follow the original design; and
 Bio-engineering plays a crucial role in the sustainability of the road.
The audit was carried out in April / May 2017 with visits to the site between 29th April and 2nd
May 2017 inclusive.

2. BACKGROUND
2.1. INTRODUCTION
Climate change is the change in global or regional climate patterns, in particular a change
apparent from the mid to late 20th century onwards and attributed largely to the increased levels
of atmospheric carbon dioxide produced by the use of fossil fuels1. Resilience can be generally
defined as the capacity for a socio-ecological system to: (1) absorb stresses and maintain
function in the face of external stresses imposed upon it by climate change and (2) adapt,
reorganize, and evolve into more desirable configurations that improve the sustainability of the
system, leaving it better prepared for future climate change impacts2. Although roads cannot be
made completely climate resilient, steps have been adopted to make the roads more climate
resilient. To assess the present road condition particularly in relation to and to propose any
additional measures required, Climate Resilience Audit has been proposed under Rural Access
Programme Phase 3 (RAP-3). The audit has commenced from Sanighat-Phukot-SyunaSipkhana District Road (SPSSDR), Kalikot which is 17.650 Km in length. The road alignment is
located between the coordinates of latitude 29°13'22”N-29°15'33”N and longitude 81° 33'
45.71"E-81° 37' 12.10" E. The road alignment starts from Sanighat and ends at Raskot
Municipality Office of Kalikot district. The road has been constructed following Nepal Rural Road
Standard 1998, (1st revision in 2012) 3. Labour based environmentally friendly and participatory
(LEP) approach has been implemented which could be considered supportive to make climate
resilient structures. The road is constructed in four phases allowing natural consolidation to
supplement compaction by hand tools, bio-engineering is carried out, flexible structures are used
and there is involvement of local communities (through Road Building Groups) providing local
experience on monsoon water management. Apart from this, Terms of Reference for Consultants
hired for both Stages of Survey and Design of the road focused on environmentally friendly
approach and climate resilient structures. To ensure the desired outputs, proper practices were
followed by regular supervision and monitoring by the field team and central team from TMO.
1
2
3

Source: OECD Glossary of Statistical Terms
Source: "Resilience: The emergence of a perspective for social-ecological systems analyses". Global Environmental Change
2055 BS, (1st revision in 2069 BS)
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2.2.OBJECTIVES
The main objective of the audit is to inspect climate resilience features particularly water
management structures including side drains, cross drains, outward slopes, and drain outlets
joining onto natural ravines. The study will also indicate if there are any inadequacies and seek
opportunities to include it in the action plan before the completion of the road. The audit will
provide opportunities to make road structures less vulnerable due to unpredictable climate
events (climate resilient) and thereby sustainable. More specifically the purpose of audit includes
the following tasks:





examine the potential threat to road structures and the roadway,
assess missing structures to divert water sources onto natural drains,
assess preventable structures built,
consider inadequacy and appropriateness of civil and bio-engineering
structures/techniques,
 assess appropriateness for maintenance approach,
 provide suggestions for correction and make the road structures climate resilient
especially during extreme climate events, and
 Lessons learnt from the present study for future inputs.

3. METHODOLOGY
3.1. DESK STUDY
A multidisciplinary team of specialists including Construction Specialist Ram Prasad Thapaliya,
Hydrologist Bal Bahadur Parajuli, Environmental Specialist/Team Leader Chiranjivi Sharma and
Graduate Engineer Ayush Raj Shahi was involved for Climate Resilience Audit study of
SPSSDR, Kalikot sub-project.
Terms of Reference (ToR) for audit was carefully studied and further, Engineering Team Leader
(ETL) and Deputy Programme Manager (DPM) of RAP-3 clarified ToR including its scope to the
study team before proceeding to field inspection. This backstopping meeting on audit ToR and
its` scope helped to clarify the scope of audit. A checklist based on simplified ToR and baseline
information was prepared to oversee the scope of audit (Appendix: 4). In addition, the available
pertinent documents such as Design Report, IEE Report/updated EMP, Topographical
Map/Google Earth Map, and Field Visit Reports were reviewed.
3.2.FIELD VISIT
Field visit for audit was planned and fixed date following consultation with the District Team
Leader. The audit team started field visit on 29th April 2017. On 30th April, the audit team had an
opportunity to drive the whole alignment along with field team including DTA and Supervision
Consultant team. The audit team along with other field team members started walkover from
17+650 of site/alignment inspection as well as observation, discussions among the team,
consultation with local key informants on 1st May up to 8+400 Km. On 2nd May 2017, the team
completed alignment inspection through walkover from 8+400 to 0+000 section. Checklist
prepared based on ToR was used and found useful during field examination. List of people
consulted during site inspection is given in Appendix-3.
All information including notes, photographs taken during site inspection were compiled in a
systematic manner. This information was the main basis for audit report including action plan and
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recommendations preparation. The preliminary field visit findings and recommendation were
shared with District Team, District Coordinator of Kalikot and Safety Audit team for their
feedback. For preparation of typical action plan, preliminary field visit findings and
recommendations, the input and feedback from the field team was sought. The intention of
sharing was to avoid duplication on action plan of the activities which have already been
proposed by the DTA and to capture only missed feasible opportunities.

4. BASELINE ASSESSMENT
The overview of important existing bio-physical and social information are highlighted as follows.
4.1.TOPOGRAPHY
The SPSSDR sub-project lies in the higher Himalayan Zone of Province 6 of Nepal. The road
alignment passes through the topography of hill slopes including hilltop, valley plain and river
basin terrain of high mountains. It starts from 990 m amsl of elevation and ends at 1890m amsl
with relief of 900m. The surface geology of terrain consists of mainly rocks of schist and gneiss of
the Kalikot Formation with colluvial, residual and alluvial soil types. The alignment traverses
distinctly via South-East and South-West aspects (Map-1). These two types of aspect influence
differently on formation of biophysical attributes. For instance the characteristics of South-East
facing slopes were observed to be less humid with fewer water sources and ravines, others
including less vegetation, sandy/gravelly soil types (with poor binding capacity and less cohesive
value). Whilst South-West facing slopes were observed to be more humid with higher water
sources and ravines, and other characteristics such as silt clay soil texture (with good binding
capacity higher cohesive value) and with more vegetation types. Effects of these bio-physical
attributes on water management and thereby building climate resilient road structures has been
observed differently.

Map 1: Alignment of SS District Road from Google Earth
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4.2. CLIMATE AND HYDROLOGY
Local people’s perception on climate change
During field observation local senior key informants were consulted on their perceptions of
climate change including major rainfall and drought events that affected largely in the sub-project
area (i.e. Sanigad and part of Karnali River catchment) in the last 35 years. The major events are
as follows:
 In July 1991 a torrential rain for 4-5 hours triggered landslides within the catchment
 In April 2006 a heavy rain of 4 hours took place in Kalikot
 In June 2012, there was a downpour up to 18 hours and lost lives, assets and properties,
in the catchment
 In 2014 there was drought and paddy was transplanted during July/August
 In 2015 drought occurred throughout the year
 In June 2016, heavy rain in a short period washed many houses and shops
 2016 winter received rain but monsoon season was dry
 Rainy months in Kalikot are July, August, September and January, February
 Wind storms are in increasing trend since last few years
 Rainfall pattern has changed like precipitation trend has decreased, rainfall localization
with torrential nature is increased.
Temperature range in Kalikot is mean annual minimum 00C-40C and mean annual maximum
260C-300 C; the average annual rainfall at Raskot Station of Kalikot is 1253.32mm. The extreme
monthly rainfall of the station is shown in Graph 1. Further, from graph it can also be observed
that in July 2002 rainfall poured crossing ever record in the area, but none of the local informants
mentioned such event. During field observation senior local key informants were consulted and
shared their experiences on the perception of climate change including major rainfall and drought
events that affected largely in Sanigad catchment. Although local people have experiences of
July, August and September rainy months during monsoon, and January, February during winter
season in Kalikot, it has changed in the last three - four decades. The rainfall pattern has been
changing by nature of decreasing, localizing and torrential trend. They also mentioned that a
torrential rain 4-5 hours triggered landslides within the catchment in July 1991. Further, there
were torrential rains in April 2006, and June 2012 that did not do much damage.
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Graph 1: Extreme Rainfall Data of Raskot Station, Kalikot
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4.3. DRAINAGE SYSTEM AND CATCHMENT
The drainage system of the whole project area is within Sanigad and Karnali River (i.e. consists
of small streams and some seasonal kholsis). The project lies on the rocky topography,
deciduous vegetation and climate.
The seasonal dry streams are observed from 0+000 to 13+860 section. The contribution of the
storm water of the 00+000-6+000 and 11+000-13+860 are drained into Sanigad and that of
6+000-11+000 is drained into the Karnali River. As the catchment area is very small and having
generally low rainfall, the chances of flood is low. There are four streams in the section from
13+860 to 17+310 (Lade, Jogi, Sune and Sera khola), which are located in the northern part of
Sanigad basin and the flow contributions of the catchment are drained into the Sanigad through
the natural small streams and kholsi.
4.4.LAND USE PATTERN
Existing land use along the road alignment and its potential effect on the road structures has
been discussed briefly hereunder.
Table 1: Land Use Type along the Road Alignment
Land use type
Agriculture land

Length
(km)

Chainage

13.00

As below

Irrigated land

5.05

7+800-8+500; 9+650-10+200; 13+850-17+650

Barren/seasonal
cultivated

7.95

4+650-7+800; 8+500-9+650; 10+200-13+850

4.65

0+000-0+620; 0+800-2+260; 2+280-2+460; 2+8003+900; 4+180-4+410

Forest land

Total

17.65

Source: Updated EMP, 2016

Out of 17.65 Km road length, 4.65 Km traverses through community forest (CF), 7.95 km through
barren/seasonal cultivated land and 5.05 Km through irrigated land. The community forest area is
located at the initial section of the road alignment under Raskot Municipality wards numbers 4
and 5. It comprises an area of 11 ropani (~0.55ha) with 230 beneficiary households. Within the
forest main tree species include such as Salla (Pinus wallichiana), Mel (Pyrus pashia), Utis
(Alnus nepalensis), Bakaino (Melia azedarach), Paiyu (Prunus cerasoides). The density of trees
is low but is increasing. On the other hand natural vegetation including Khar (Cymbopogon
microtheca), Babiyo (Eulaliopsis binata), Dubo (Cynodon dactylon), Kans (Saccharum
spontaneum) cover under the trees is an emerging trend. This section of road alignment can
benefit from community forest in stabilizing the road alignment including catch, armouring and
reducing surface run off as well as supporting, anchoring and reinforcing functions of bioengineering. Further, from the CF some rhizomes of grasses species for bio-engineering purpose
can also be obtained. On the whole it can be concluded that forest land use play important
positive role in making less prone to road structures through unpredictable climatic events.
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After forest land use, the 7.95 Km (i.e. 4+650 – 7+800; 8+500 – 9+650; 10+200 – 13+850) road
section passes through barren/seasonal cultivated land. This type of land use covers the longest
section of the road alignment. Within the right of way (RoW) of road alignment, rill, sheet and
small gully erosion problems were observed in this section. Along the road alignment many
agriculture fields were found to be barren. As per local people, many parcels of land are fallow
due to lack of irrigation water and unpredictable monsoon rain. The area has been used for open
grazing which has negative effects on flourishing local vegetation and plant species used for bioengineering. The natural vegetation available here are drought resistant types such as Ketuki
(Agave americana), Sajiwan (Jatropha curcas). This section of road alignment lacks sufficient
natural ravines impeding drainage facility of the area during monsoon season.
Approximately 5.05 Km (i.e sections 7+800 -8+500; 9+650-10+200; 13+850-17+650; and
10+200- 13+850) of road alignment passes through irrigated land up to the end point of the road.
Both sides from the centre line of the road exist irrigated paddy field (khet land) on this section.
There are some social issues such as availability of adequate land for constructing road
protection structures and maintaining drains at necessary sites and demand of unnecessary land
protecting structures. Together there are some positive aspects also such as no major problems
of drainage of runoff water through outward slopes as well as water management on the hillside
slopes as it is irrigated paddy fields. In addition to this, land owners will reinstate small slope
failures during rainy season for protecting their crops which ultimately help to protect road
structures. This section of road alignment passes with natural ravines which provide opportunity
of natural drainage systems. Thus on the whole this section of the road alignment does not have
a problem of water management and ultimately makes structures less vulnerable to
unpredictable climatic events.

5. BUILT AND PROPOSED STRUCTURE FOR WATER MANAGEMENT
5.1. DESIGN REIEW
Design report of SPSSDR stage-I and II were reviewed and spot checks were carried out in the
field. Throughout the road alignment, the construction seems to align with the design. However,
there are a few lapses. For instance, the design shows cut slope up 1 Vertical to 0.33 Horizontal
to 1 Vertical to 0.25 Horizontal but in chainage 10+760 cut slope is not maintained where cut
slopes were observed steep and there is potential of slope failure and soil erosion.
At chainage 2+130km and 4+390km the design shows the typical size of the causeway is 6m (as
shown in the figure) whereas in the site they were to be larger than required.

Figure 1: Typical Drawing of Causeway
5.2. CONCEPTS IN DESIGN PROMOTING CLIMATE RESILIENCE
The concepts promoting climate resilience in the design and implementation phase of road
construction are explained below:
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Phase wise construction of road construction
 Year 1 - 2.5m track opening allowing one rainy season for natural compaction after
track opening,
 Year 2 - Track opening to 3.5m allowing another season for natural compaction,
 Year 3 - 3.5 m to full width (4.5m), and
 Year 4 - Road Finalization and bio engineering.

4. Road Finishing and Bio-engineering
3. Full road widening
2. Widening of Track
1. Track Opening

Figure 2: Phase Wise Construction of Road
Construction of retaining structures are started at required sections from year – 2;
Vertical phase-wise construction of structures are carried out on yearly basis for natural
compaction;
Back-filling on backside of the structure is done by the granular soil and layer-wise
compaction in every 15cm;
Sub-surface drainage is provided for wall of height 5 m and above;
Survey is carried out in 2 stages, Stage 2 survey is carried out only after track opening.
During Stage -2 Survey (water course) discharge on ravines, catchment area are known
and structures are designed accordingly;
Drains are provided in sections with gradient greater than 7%, water logged areas and
paddy fields. In section of the road where drains are not provided 5% outward slope is
maintained to drain surface water off;
Geo-textile is used along with the side of retaining walls for preventing loss of fine
particles from backfill mass thus barring sinkhole/cavity formation in the backfill.
5.3. RAISED STONE SOLING PROTECTIVE SECTION OR RAMP OF LOWER EDGE OF
CAUSEWAY
In cases of causeways on graded alignment, there is chance of spillage water from the
downward end of the causeway. For this, the downward end can be protected by a raised stone
soling section/ramp, filled by soil/granular material so that it forms a vertical transitional curve
which does not affect the speed of the vehicle. This proposed solution was discussed with the
safety audit team and they remarked that the proposed structure had no negative implications.
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Figure 3 Proposed Solution in Cases of Causeway in Inclined Gradient
5.4. IEE AND EMP UPDATE
Initial Environmental Examination (IEE) Report for SPSSDR also provides focus on climate
change impacts. It gives emphasis for future planning on construction and maintenance
considering potential impacts from change in precipitation including higher rainfall intensity,
triggering flooding, soil erosion and landslides.
The Environmental Management Plan (EMP) which is the synopsis of IEE report has been
updated regularly and monitored by the field team and TMO. The EMP focuses on both
preventive and curative mitigation measures for protecting bio-physical and socio-economic
environment along the road alignment.
5.5. ASSESSMENT OF EXISTING BIO-ENGINEERING SITES
The bio-engineering sites were assessed by carefully observing the conditions on the whole
alignment such as, brush layers, plant species and individual plants survival rate. The main
features of the whole alignment sites, brush layers, plant species and individual plant survival
rates were observed during site visit are briefly discussed as follows:
Table 2: Assessment of existing bio-engineering sites
S.N

Chainage

1

13+240

Brush layering

Bains, Sajiwan

Moderate

2

12+000

Brush layering

Bains, Sajiwan

Bains has not flourished

3

7+160

Brush layering

4

6+860

Brush layering

Sajiwan

Good

5

Loop22

Brush layering

Sajiwan

Good

6

6+600

Brush layering

Sajiwan

Good

7

5+000

Brush layering

Sajiwan

Good

8

4+800

Brush layering

Sajiwan

Good

9

4+710

Brush layering

Sajiwan, Simali

Good

Type of biotechnique

Plant species
used

Existing Performance

Poor
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10

3+580

Brush layering

Nepair gra, amliso,
Sajiwan

Good

11

3+360

Brush layering

Simali, Sajiwan

Good

12

2+640

Brush layering

Simali,

Moderate

13

1+200

Brush layering

Sajiwan

Moderate

14

0+950

Brush layering

Sajiwan

Moderate

Note: Survival rate of cuttings < 25 %- Poor; 2. Survival rate of cuttings: 25-60%- Moderate;
3. Survival rate of cuttings: >60%-Good;

BIO-ENGINEERING IN THE WHOLE ALIGNMENT: Most of bio sites as mentioned by Chainage
in the table were found stable enough to survive the early rains whilst plants get established and
generally look good, complete and healthy throughout. However, most sites were not fully tidied
up with back filling and compaction with loose debris on the slopes showing signs of rill and
sheet erosions. Especially the South-East facing slopes are dryer with sandy to gravelly soil
texture and poor nutrient and moisture holding capacity.
BRUSH LAYERING: The brush layering was found complete, with the right size and number of
cuttings per running meter with right distance between the lines with rare dead cuttings.
PLANT SPECIES AND SURVIVAL RATE: As shown in the table the dominant plant species
used was Sajiwan (Jatropha curcas L.). Sajiwan is a small tree widely grown on natural condition
especially at lower section of the road alignment. Specific characteristics of Jatropha curcas L.
include:
 survive and develop more extensively in sandy soil with low nutrient content and moisture
availability and on thin or steeply sloping soils,
 provide soil resistance to water and wind erosion,
 maintain a consistent root to shoot ratio and root system architecture across all types of
soil, and
 Make the species useful for soil stabilization purposes and also improve the quality of
soils in the long run.
With the above background, the decision to use cuttings of Sajiwan for brush layering is
appreciated. Together, the result shows that Jatropha curcas L. can survive well in moisture
deficit and other harsh conditions also.

6. VULNERABILITY ASSESSMENT
This exercise has been carried out based on existing common issues/problems that have
potential in increasing magnitude of vulnerability. The magnitude and probability of the issues
have been scored based on baseline assessment. The result of vulnerability assessment of the
SPSSDR alignment is shown in the `Vulnerability Index` under the last column on the Chart
below.
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Probability

Table 3: Vulnerability Matrix
No.

Issues

Magnitude

Probability

1

Slope Failure due to overly steep cut slopes in
few locations

4

4

High

2

Soil erosion/ Landslide in few locations

4

4

High

3

Gully formation due to lack of Natural Ravines
for water disposal in a few sections

4

3

High

4

Disturbance of natural ravines

3

4

High

5

Scouring at the outlet of cross drains

3

3

Medium

6

Soil wash off due to surface runoff

3

3

Medium

7

Scouring of earthen drains in steep gradient

3

2

Medium

8

Water not properly channelized due to lack of
natural ravines as side drains not disposed

2

2

Low

9

Moderate efficiency of causeways due to its
shape in some sections

2

2

Low

Medium

High

High

Very High

Very High

(1,5)

(2,5)

(3,5)

(4,5)

(5,5)

Low

Medium

High

High

Very High

(1,4)

(2,4)

(3,4)

(4,4)

(5,4)

Low

Low

Medium

High

High

(1,3)

(2,3)

(3,3)

(4,3)

(5,3)

Very Low

Low

Low

Medium

High

(1,2)

(2,2)

(3,2)

(4,2)

(5,2)

Very Low

Very Low

Low

Low

Medium

(1,1)

(2,1)

(3,1)

(4,1)

(5,1)

Graph 2: Vulnerability Index

Magnitude
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Table 4 Magnitude and Probability Rating
Magnitude Rating

Probability Rating

5

Critical

5

Expected

4

High

4

Highly Likely

3

Moderate

3

Possible

2

Minor

2

Not Likely

1

Negligible

1

Slight

7. SIGNIFICANT ISSUES
The main causes of risk to the rural roads due to climatic events are: extreme rainfall, seasonal
and annual rainfall, temperature increase and consecutive droughts. Heavy rainfalls cause risk
of:

 Water accumulation on road surface increases ruts formation,
 Decrease cohesion of soil compaction, and increased seepage and infiltration across
road body,
 Overload of drainage system and increased scouring, and
 Embankment instability or loss and road wash away.
The past climatic records indicate that there are rare high intensity and heavy precipitation
patterns in the sub-project catchments. Despite this, unpredictable seasonal and annual rainfall
potential risk of floods from runoff and landslides and slope failures from oversaturated increased
soil weights, and damage to roads, should not be overlooked. Local people have cited change in
precipitation pattern variations over period. This information is correlated with meteorological
data.
Drought may cause unequal settlement of the structures, unavailability of water for compaction
work, and increases mortality rate of plants planted/sowed for bio-engineering purpose along
road alignments.
Likewise, extreme wind speed may produce impacts such as damage to sign boards, lighting
fixtures and supports, Increase of wind speed causes the dynamic force of water generated by
abrasion. The catchments are in high wind speed area rather than extreme one. Hence, simple
precautions may be adequate for maintaining standing signs and signals.
The significant issues that are found during the course of study are a potential for the following:











Slope failure due to overly steep cut slopes in few locations,
Soil erosion/ landslide in few locations,
Gully formation due to lack of natural ravines for water disposal,
Disturbance of natural ravines due to human influences,
Scouring at the outlet of cross drains,
Soil wash off due to surface runoff,
Scouring of earthen drains in steep gradient,
Water not properly channelized as side drains not disposed till ravines, and
Moderate efficiency of causeways due to its shape.
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Photograph 1 Oversized Causeway at 4+180

Photograph 2 Additional energy dissipaters required at 4+390

Photograph 3 Side Drain Extension required at Ch 1+180

Photograph 4 Extension of Drain required at 17+650

Photograph 5 Dry Stone Drain Constructed

Photograph 6 Landslide Prone area at 16+860
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Photograph 7 Gully formation at 10+230

Photograph 8 Steep vertical slopes at 10+480

Photograph 8 Erosion along the natural ravine at 5+520

Photograph 10 Vertical slope cut by land owner

8. PLANNING FOR ADAPTATION MEASURES
The site specific planning for adaptation of mitigation measures are highlighted in the following
paragraphs.
1. Some sections of road alignment pass through hill slopes that lack natural ravines for water
disposal. For dissipating sufficient volume of accumulated runoff water, earthen ditches with
stone pitching will be established on barren lands that can prevent gully formation through
accumulated flow of runoff water especially during rainy season. Chainage wise details with
photographs and intervention measures are shown in action plan (Appendix-1).
2. 13+520 to 17+650 section of road alignment contains natural ravines. Catchments of these
ravines are not properly maintained. Protection of these ravines is necessary. The main
issues/problems observed include animal grazing, and sporadic quarrying on the catchments
that initiated rill, sheet and gully erosion. Such phenomenon may affect road structures due
to flow of uncontrolled runoff water within the ravines during rainy season. Local
communities’ support is needed for conservation of the catchments. In this regard,
awareness programmes on catchments protection would be useful.
3. Simple and cost effective additional engineering structures such as extension of side drains
to reach suitable outlets, additional energy dissipaters and discharge aprons, improvement in
shape (capacity) of some causeways, stricter control on out-ward sloping cross-fall sections
(road surface), further lining of drains in steep slopes (or erodible soils) and stone check
dams and additional breast walls (hill-side) in a few sections are considered suitable for
structural adaptation measures. A detailed list with issues, chainage, photo and intervention
measure are prepared in action plan (Appendix-1).
4. In addition to civil engineering structures, bio-engineering techniques are also a priority.
Overview of the importance for bio-engineering is given as follows:
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 Plants play important hydrological functions in balancing water through percolation,
infiltration and evaporation,
 Reduces instances of shallow seated instability,
 Improves surface drainage and reduces slumping,
 Physical flexibility,
 Versatility in application,
 Low cost solution/cost effective,
 Environmentally friendly, and
 Economically and socially advantageous.
BIO ENGINEERING
As discussed during field examination, the field team will plan for bio-engineering for the coming
season of the year. The important activities discussed are as follows:
1) Manuring and intercultural operations of the existing bio sites:





Apply manures/forest soils with humus on furrows along the cuttings,
Fill rills and sheets applying fertile soils,
Provide drains with stones pitching so that soil is not eroded,
Control open grazing of animals increasing awareness among local people/road
neighbours,
 Apply mulching (i.e. use dry leaves/rice /millet straw) for conserving soil moisture, and
 Avoid flow of runoff water conveying through bio-engineering sites.
2) Collection of cutting stocks for brush layering
 There is Bains (Salix tetrasperma),) tree with branches of suitable size for brush layer
section nearby road side, sections can keep nearby pond as we discussed on the site,
 Collect uprooted plants of Chutro (Berberis aristata) for other sites and
 Use suckers of Ketuki (Agave americana) on dry and poor soil types, and at small gullies,
eroded sites.
3) Road sections where each type of plant species could be suited based on site
observations and discussions include:
 13+250 to 17+650 km section of road traverses mainly through irrigated paddy fields and
settlements where natural ravines with plant species such as Bains (Salix tetrasperma),
Okhar (Juglans regia), Utish (Alnus nepalensis), Kimbu (Morus alba), Bakaino (Melia
azedarch), Ashuro (Adhatoda vasica) exist. The site is humid and rich in water sources
thus cuttings of trees such as Bains, Bakaino, Utish, would be suitable for bioengineering. Cuttings/saplings of these plants will be distributed to local people for
planting on their private lands (i.e. catchments of natural ravines) to curb scouring and
stabilizing of the ravine banks. Field team is familiar with plant types such as Bakaino,
Bains, Okhar and Utish.
 13+250 to 8+480 km section of alignment passes mainly through barren upland where
there is a lack natural ravines for draining monsoon rain water. The dominant soil texture
of the area is sandy over gravelly with rill and sheet erosion signs. The existing dominant
shrubs and small tree species such as Sajiwan (Jatropha curcas), Kimbu (Morus nigra),
Dhatelo (Prinsepia utilis), Timbur (Zanthoxylum sp.), Mel (Pyrus pashia), Ainselu (Rubus
ellipticus) were observed in good condition, so saplings of these species would thrive
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better in this section of alignment. In addition, rhizomes, slips and stolon4 of grass
species such as Babiyo (Eulaliopsis binata), Kans (Saccharum spontaneum) plantation
would be effective on steep slopes where affected by rill and sheet erosion. The
important plants and grasses for these sections are shown in the photographs below.

Photograph 9 Sajiwan and Chutro

Photograph 10 Dhatelo

Photograph 11 Babiyo

Photograph 13 Kans

Photograph 12 Timmur

Photograph 14 Bans

 8+ 500 to 6+500 km section of road passes through south-west facing slopes where
dominant soil texture is silty clay with shrub and small tree species such as Chutro
(Berberis aristata), Sajiwan (Jatropha curcas), Ketuki (Agave americana ) were observed
in good condition. So stem and stump cuttings and uprooted plants of such species

4

Stolon: a stem that grows along the ground producing at its nodes new plants with roots and upright stems
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would survive better for bio-engineering purpose on the slopes of this section of
alignment. The important plant types for the section are shown in photographs below.

Photograph 15 Ketuki

Photograph 16 Chutro

 6+500 to 4+700 km section of road passes through south-east facing slopes which is dry
and affected by rill, sheet and small gully erosion. The dominant trees and shrub species
such as Bakaino (Melia azedarach), Sajbin (Jatropha curcas), Chutro (Berberis aristata),
Ruino, Tooni (Toona ciliata), Khirro (Sepium insegne) were observed growing naturally.
Among others, Sajbin (Jatropha curcas), Chutro (Berberis aristata), Bakaino (Melia
azedarach), and Khirro (Sepium insigne) were found in better condition. Thus stem and
stump cuttings of such species for bio-engineering purpose would survive better along
the slopes of this section.
 4+310 to 0+950 section of road alignment passes through variable exposures with
grasses, shrubs and tree species. The section is rich in grasses and small tree/shrubs
species such as Khar (Cymbopogon microtheca), Bibiyo (Eulaliopsis binata), Kans
(Saccharum spontaneum), Ashuro (Adhatoda vasica), Sajibin (Jatropha curcas), Simili
(Vitex negundo), Ipil-ipil (Leucaena leucocephala). Such plant types are suitable for bioengineering in this section. Bans (Bambusa sp.) is also available here which can
be
used on large gully sites. It will multiply and can stabilize slopes providing reinforcement
and catch functions. The field team is familiar with the mentioned plant types.
4) In addition, a plan for bio-engineering activities is being prepared by the DTA team. A
few sites left for bio-engineering are also included in the detailed action plan.

9.

MAINTENANCE

After the substantial completion of the road, Road Maintenance Groups (RMG) are
recommended to be employed throughout the road for routine and recurrent maintenance. Road
Maintenance Group (RMG) Guidelines issued by DOLIDAR (March 2016) are recommended to
be followed. Road should be regularly inspected by road engineer/technician for proper
maintenance to stop a minor scour becoming a major structure failure. RMGs should be trained
and employed throughout the year and should be selected locally. Post monsoon Rapid
Condition Survey will be carried out to find out the need of emergency maintenance. Emergency
maintenance can be carried out through the use of small contractors or User Committees.
Specific Maintenance Groups (SMG) can also be employed to carry out specific and emergency
maintenance on the certain sections of the road.
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10. RECOMMENDATIONS
STRICTER CONTROL ON OUTWARD SLOPE TO DRAIN OFF SURFACE WATER:
There is provision of providing 5% outward slope in the road surface, there should be
stricter control on its implementation to drain off surface water and prevent accumulation
of water on the road.
IMPROVEMENT AND MAINTENANCE OF BIO-ENGINEERING SITES:
should be paid on the following aspects:

Attention

 Implementation of bio-engineering at right time such as Asar-Shrawan (June-August)
 Selection of suitable plant species
 Preparation of bio-sites making suitable for plant survival, growth and development
such as removing large stones/boulders
 Addition of fertile soil (e.g. forest soil with humus) and manure (e.g. locally available)
at least on ridges where saplings will be planted
 Provision of watering during dry period/provide irrigation immediately after planting if
rain has not occurred for longer period, at least for rooting and established period (1-2
months )5
 The DTA team shall specify the responsibility of watering to RMG as becomes
appropriate
 Protection from animal grazing if plant species are palatable for animals
DISTRIBUTION OF SAPLINGS: Kalikot DTA has plans to distribute 4-5 saplings per
household of RBG, which is highly appreciable. This was discussed with District Forest
Officer (DFO), Kalikot and he agreed to supply some free saplings for SPSSDR site.
This approach will also fulfil compensatory plantation committed in IEE/EMP. Fruit and
fodder plants will be more suitable as farmers will protect them.
PROPER MAINTENANCE OF THE ROAD AFTER THE CONSTRUCTION: Proper
maintenance of the road after its handover is also highly recommended. Road should be
regularly inspected by road engineer/technician. Apart from this, Post monsoon Rapid
Condition Survey should be carried out to decide the need of emergency maintenance.
IMPROVEMENT IN CUT SLOPES: Most of cut slopes on valley sides are steep and
naked with sandy soil texture and are prone to rill sheet erosion. For preventing slopes
from erosion, grass seeding/planting is essential.
SHAPE OF CAUSEWAY: Improving the shape of causeway by a raised stone soling
section/ramp, filled by soil/granular material, chances of spillage in the downward end of
the causeway can be controlled.
EXTENSION OF DRAINS TO REACH NATURAL RAVINES: Opportunity of extension of
drain till the natural ravines should be explored as far as possible. The sites shown by the
study are presented in the action plan.
PRESERVATION OF RAVINES: Without Local communities’ support protection of
existing ravines is difficult. The awareness programmes on catchments protection would
motivate and encourage to local communities. The Social Development Officer (SDO)
should lead the role in organizing awareness raising activities. SDO should make plan for
awareness raising activities and if required can consult ETL for necessary support from
TMO specialists.

5

If possible, water should be brought by pipe. Otherwise it can be carried in buckets or watering cans. Watering will not be
necessary if monsoon become normal.
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IMPROVEMENT ON WATER MANAGEMENT STRUCTURES: The finding of audit
showed that some improvement on water management structures is required. These
improvements include:
 Provide additional energy dissipaters and discharge aprons
 Further lining of drains in steep slopes (or erodible soils) and stone check dams
 Construction of diagonal drains in steep gradient where there is no natural ravines.
A detailed plan of action has been prepared and presented in Appendix-1 shows
locations, major intervention types with photographs of each above mentioned structures.

11. LESSONS LEARNT
As SPSSDR has been sustainably completed, various lessons can be learnt from the design and
construction of the road which can be useful for ongoing and future implementation activities.
These lessons can not only be used for carrying out the work efficiently in our existing road
projects but can also be implemented in the design phases of future projects. The key lessons
learnt from the audit study of the sub-project at SPSSDR road in Kalikot are as follows:
 Before implementation the design should be verified based on site condition to check
whether it fulfils its` objective or not and to enable timely rectification. Stacking of huge
structures especially on high fragile hill condition should avoided as far as possible,
because it may invite potential threat of collapsing of whole hill slopes.
 Support of road neighbours and local communities is always essential. Without their full
support the road structures cannot maintain for the long run.
 Vertical cutting of hillside slopes may create problems of soil erosion and slope failure
which also increases potential threat to failure of structures like breast wall. Thus the
practice of cutting of steep/vertical on hillside slopes should be avoided and slopes
should be maintained as per the field condition.
 Plant species (e.g. trees, shrubs, grasses) used for bio-engineering purposes require site
protection, aftercare and maintenance, otherwise these living plants cannot survive and
does not provide functions of bio-engineering.
 Illustrations of some good practices observed (Photograph 19-22)

Photograph 19 Retaining structure for stability of bend

Photograph 20 Terrace formed for soil management
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Photograph 21 Retaining wall for school’s boundary

Photograph 22 Drain water to be disposed in an existing pond
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APPENDIX 1: ACTION PLAN
CLIMATE CHANGE RESILIENCE AUDIT PLAN FOR SPSSDR, KALIKOT

NO

ISSUE

LOCATION

PHOTO

INTERVENTION

SEVERITY/
VULNERABILITY

TIMING/
TENTATIVE
COMPLETION
TIME

ACTION BY

1

Inadequate drain
length at the last
point of the road

17+650

Although the drain has
been constructed it does
not reach the natural
ravines so extension of
drain till the natural
ravine about 50m of dry
stone drain at end of DR
is required

High

Pre-Monsoon

DTA

2

Scouring may
damage earthen
drains due to high
velocity

17+46517+510

Provide stones checks
to reduce water velocity

High

Pre-monsoon

DTA
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NO

ISSUE

LOCATION

PHOTO

INTERVENTION

SEVERITY/
VULNERABILITY

TIMING/
TENTATIVE
COMPLETION
TIME

ACTION BY

3

Outward slope
has not been
maintained

17+31017+450

Maintain 5% outward
slopes for draining
excess rain water

High

Pre-monsoon

SC

4

Road appearance
and geometry is
not maintained

17+310
(Sera-I
kholsi)

Construct gabion check
structures at hill side
slopes about 15-20 m
length, 2-3 m height, to
dissipate energy and
provide foot path

Medium

Pre-monsoon

DTA

5

Possibility of
conveying of
water flow
longitudinally over
road surface

17+265
(Sera
kholsi-II)

Increase gradient in a
curve shape in the
downstream to prevent
the flow of water in the
downward direction of
the road. Provide
diagonal earthen cross
drain to divert water in
the traverse direction

High

Pre-monsoon

SC
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NO

ISSUE

LOCATION

PHOTO

INTERVENTION

SEVERITY/
VULNERABILITY

TIMING/
TENTATIVE
COMPLETION
TIME

ACTION BY

6

Cushion above
scupper may
break once
vehicles ply

17+080

Make correction by
increasing cover
thickness

Low

Post-monsoon

IoW

7

Road may
damage due to
increased
landslide

16+860
(Sune khola
catchment
from top of
Sapti Bisati)

Provide chute type/
apron structures
following the flow regime
up to 5-10 m.

High

Pre-monsoon

DTA

16+20016+315

Retaining wall in hill side
10-15 m length and 23m high is needed

High

Pre-monsoon

DTA

8

Sliding soil
observed and
resettled Ghatta
may be damaged
during flood;
possible damage
to Ghatta located
in the D/S left
bank (Jogi Khola)

Ensure safe irrigation
canal in downstream.

Ensure some safe drain
in D/S from erosion (10
m)
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NO

ISSUE

LOCATION

PHOTO

INTERVENTION

SEVERITY/
VULNERABILITY

TIMING/
TENTATIVE
COMPLETION
TIME

ACTION BY

9

Possibility of
sediment flow and
deposition (Lade
Khola)

15+340

Retaining structure U/S
side for sediment
retaining along the road
10-20 m in length and 23m high

Medium

Pre-monsoon

DTA

10

Complaints from
locals about
reduction of
volume of water
but the natural
slope around the
spring water is
totally undisturbed
(Dana Patal tin
Dhara)

14+860

Provide /protection
works above/around the
sources of water with
greenery.

Low

Continuous

Local
People/IoW/STS

11

Water may not
pass easily due to
more height of
wall on edge than
road surface

13+940

Take out one layer of
stones of the wall or
reshape outward slope
by filling shallow area
with earthen fill

Low

Pre-monsoon

IoW/STS
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NO

ISSUE

LOCATION

PHOTO

INTERVENTION

SEVERITY/
VULNERABILITY

TIMING/
TENTATIVE
COMPLETION
TIME

ACTION BY

12

Possibility of cut
slopes failure in
hill slope paddy
field

13+525 and
13+545

Provide breast wall
(around 40m length with
1.5-2.0 m height) for
protecting cut slopes,
maintain cut slope
where possible

High

Pre-monsoon

DTA

13

Runoff water may
damage road
surface

13+520
(nearby
school)

Provide side drain and
drop water onto existing
pond

Medium

Pre-monsoon

IoW

14

High volume of
runoff water may
concentrate
through hill slopes
and may damage
road

13+424
(loop- 22)

Provide stones pitching
to pass water through
road surface without
damaging road surface

High

Pre-monsoon

DTA
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NO

ISSUE

LOCATION

PHOTO

INTERVENTION

SEVERITY/
VULNERABILITY

TIMING/
TENTATIVE
COMPLETION
TIME

ACTION BY

15

Possibility of cut
slope failure

12+36012+385

Provide about 4 m
height breast wall of 1520 m length

High

Pre-monsoon

DTA

16

Possibility of
water ponding and
damage of road
surface

11+950

Provide options for
spreading of water over
uncultivated land
(outward slope, diagonal
drains)

Medium

Pre-monsoon

IoW
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NO

ISSUE

LOCATION

PHOTO

INTERVENTION

SEVERITY/
VULNERABILITY

TIMING/
TENTATIVE
COMPLETION
TIME

ACTION BY

17

Lack of natural
ravines to convey
runoff water safely
and below road
exist cultivated
land

11+675

Field team will explore
potential opportunities
(stone soling, cascade)
for preventing the issue

High

Pre-monsoon

DTA

18

Outward
slope/edge started
eroding due to
sandy soil texture
and lack of grass
cover

10+480

Spread millet
seeds/grass seeds to
allow vegetative cover
on poor soil condition

Medium

Pre-monsoon

SC

Possibility of cut
slope failure due
to steep cutting,
sandy soil, and
runoff through hill
slopes

10+11010+160

Medium

Pre-monsoon

DTA

19

Maintain proper outward
slope.

Provide breast wall of 23 m height at 50m length
or maintain design cut
slope
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NO

ISSUE

LOCATION

PHOTO

INTERVENTION

SEVERITY/
VULNERABILITY

TIMING/
TENTATIVE
COMPLETION
TIME

ACTION BY

20

Presence of large
boulders/stones
may inhibit bioengineering at
proposed sites

7+940

Remove stones from the
proposed bio sites to
make suitable for plant
survival and growth.
Stones can be used to
construct toe wall.

Medium

Pre-monsoon

IoW/STS

21

Survival rate of
bio-plant species
is low due to
moisture deficit

7+160

Turfing on rill, sheet
erosion will restore the
site, watering during dry
season

High

Continuous

DTA

22

There is potential
of scouring on
formation width

6+400

Provide Gabion check
wall on upstream of
natural ravine of about
4m length and 1m height

High

Pre-monsoon

DTA
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NO

ISSUE

LOCATION

PHOTO

INTERVENTION

SEVERITY/
VULNERABILITY

TIMING/
TENTATIVE
COMPLETION
TIME

ACTION BY

23

Human induced
problem -taking
soils from cut
slope/making a
cave like structure
and there is no
side drain

6+100

Fill spoils into holes and
aware locals for
stopping in future and
provide outflow

Medium

Continuous

Local
people/IoW/STS

24

In causeway at
graded alignment,
there is chance of
spillage water in
the downward end
of the causeway

5+520

The downward end can
be protected by a raised
stone soling
section/ramp, filled by
soil/granular material so
that it forms a vertical
transitional curve.

High

Pre-monsoon

DTA

25

Bio-plant species
of brush layering
are coming up
with good growth
but rills are
developed

4+800

Filling of rills will help to
flourish plant species
and protect the sites

Medium

Continuous

IoW
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NO

ISSUE

LOCATION

PHOTO

INTERVENTION

SEVERITY/
VULNERABILITY

TIMING/
TENTATIVE
COMPLETION
TIME

ACTION BY

26

Lack of natural
ravine for safe
disposal of side
drain water

4+820

Out flow with minimum
longitudinal grade and
diagonal drains in
appropriate intervals
(about 30-40 m)

High

Pre-monsoon

DTA

27

Scouring due to
high velocity of
water from water
drains

4+390

Energy dissipating
structures such as
soling, cascade,
launching aprons (10 m
Approximately) can be
provided

High

Pre-monsoon

DTA

28

Causeway does
not meet with
design (
oversized 12 m
instead of 6m in
design

4+390

Design as per field
situation and construct
accordingly
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NO

ISSUE

LOCATION

PHOTO

INTERVENTION

SEVERITY/
VULNERABILITY

TIMING/
TENTATIVE
COMPLETION
TIME

ACTION BY

29

There is high
possibility of
scouring at
downstream of
causeway

4+300

Provide dry stone
launching apron and
narrow cut ditch for
channelizing water

Medium

Pre-monsoon

SC

30

In causeway at
graded alignment,
there is chance of
spillage water in
the downward end
of the causeway

4+180

The downward end can
be protected by a raised
stone soling
section/ramp, filled by
soil/granular material so
that it forms a vertical
transitional curve

High

Pre-monsoon

SC

31

Increased deep
gully at valley side
may damage road
structure

3+640

Provision of dry stones
check walls with live
check dams of locally
available plant will
prevent to damage

Medium

Pre-monsoon

SC
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NO

ISSUE

LOCATION

PHOTO

INTERVENTION

SEVERITY/
VULNERABILITY

TIMING/
TENTATIVE
COMPLETION
TIME

ACTION BY

32

Bio site is getting
damaged due to
formation deep
gully

3+500

Filling of gully with fertile
soils will help to promote
bio plants

High

Continuous

IoW

33

There is risk of
gully formation in
valley side

2+670

Provision with stone
pitching will help
dispersing water and
avoid gully formation.

High

Continuous

IoW
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NO

ISSUE

LOCATION

PHOTO

INTERVENTION

SEVERITY/
VULNERABILITY

34

35

Wider upper
catchment with
fragile soil
morphology,
sandy texture and
poor vegetation
surface runoff with
high velocity have
risk of erosion and
slope failure.
Drainage to
Natural kholsi
exists.

2+260

Flat causeway
may cause water
to spread over
road surface.

2+040

Improvement in land use
pattern on upper slopes
will protect such risk.

TIMING/
TENTATIVE
COMPLETION
TIME

ACTION BY

Medium

Continuous

Local
community/DTA

Low

Pre-monsoon

IoW/STS

Bio-engineering is
suggested.
A small protection apron
Downstream side (5-10
m long) is recommended

Improvement is needed
with launching apron to
prevent scouring
(maintain standard of
causeway)
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NO

ISSUE

LOCATION

PHOTO

INTERVENTION

SEVERITY/
VULNERABILITY

36

Simply earthen
side drain does
not prevent
downstream
scouring

37

In the 3 loop
disposal of drain
water to the
natural ravine is
difficult

rd

TIMING/
TENTATIVE
COMPLETION
TIME

ACTION BY

1+920

Provision of lined side
drain is required.

Medium

Pre-monsoon

SC

1+180

The drain needs to be
extended to meet the
natural drain as per field
condition.

High

Pre-monsoon

DTA
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APPENDIX 2: TERMS OF REFERENCE
Terms of Reference for ‘Climate Resilience Audit’ – RAP3 New Construction Roads
Proposed Team:
1. Senior Engineer
2. Environmentalist
3. Hydrologist
Background
1. A high level of consideration has been applied to this aspect of the designs already e.g. Stage 1 Consultant ToR:

‘The Consultant shall explore engineering aspects likely to be affected by altered water flow characteristics as a result of ‘Climate Change’ issues
and discuss / present suitable safeguards based on current best practice. Similarly any adverse effects of changing temperature trends (e.g.
freeze / thaw characteristics) and other causes of ground instability shall be considered in the choice of design options.’
‘The Consultant shall take active regard of all potential natural disasters that could affect road users and those occupying the locality and
incorporate suitable mitigation measures into the designs as far as are practicable.’
Also reinforced in the Stage 2 Design with the following addition in terms of construction supervision:
‘Ensure that all activities associated with the construction are undertaken in an environmentally friendly manner with due consideration of
climate changes issues with present suitable safeguards based on current best practice.’
2. In addition designs have as far as practically possible followed the Nepal Rural Road Standards in terms of engineering provisions which themselves
provided enhanced attention to resilience.
3. Audit approach:
The team shall conduct vulnerability assessment to identify current and future vulnerabilities that may exacerbate damages to road asset and
water management system that are sensitive due to topography, soil type and elevation and areas in the watershed exposed to climate-related
hazards including landslides, erosion and sedimentation. Based on the understanding of expected and current climate changes vulnerabilities and
envisioned impacts the team will identify adaptation options. The detailed tasks of the audit is proposed as per the following.
Detailed Tasks
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The audit shall involve a site inspection / review of the entire road length during the closing stages of its construction in order that the full scope of
intended works can be understood and physically visualised. The audit shall include but not necessarily be limited to the following:
1. Full team will visit the entire road length on foot (at least in one direction)
2. The team shall also explore off the immediate alignment to the extent necessary to understand water courses with potential to impact the road and
available natural drainage paths (having potential to: i) bring water onto or across the road, and ii) be available to divert water away from the road)
within close proximity.
3. Comment on the apparent adequacy in the performance of Stage 1 and Stage 2 design provisions in the context that the road has been provided to
unpaved, fair weather standard and with simple, relatively low cost drainage provisions. The review shall acknowledge the philosophy presented in
ORN 16 i.e. ‘that it is usually not cost-beneficial or even technically feasible to construct a road in an unstable mountain area that will be entirely free
of instability problems and that it is inevitable that damage or lo will occur to parts of the road.’
4. Identify all obvious waterways either directly crossing or having potential to interfere with the road infrastructure. Express an informed opinion as to
whether the engineering features provided are adequate or can be practically enhanced at reasonable cost and effort.
5. At each of the above, predict the likely consequences of weather events significantly beyond expectation. In addition remark on any reasonable
additional safeguard that can still be incorporated.
6. Review any scope and any missed opportunities to divert water away from the road such as by discharging flows into neighbouring ravines outside
the road’s influence.
7. Review the standard of road construction finishing e.g. whether it complies with the design in respect of lining of drains, provision of low-cost scour
checks, shaping of outward sloping road surface cross-fall, etc.
8. Review the provision, suitability and aftercare of bio-engineering facilities on the road.
9. Look at the preparations for putting the road under an appropriate maintenance regime and to undertake preventative measures in particular.
10. Look at the scope / ability / preparedness for the DDC / local community to effect necessary repairs as the result of extreme weather events.
11. Consider lessons that could be learnt in terms of ‘doing things better in future’ or that could be passed on for consideration during the remaining
stages of other RAP3 roads.
12. Detail a set of appropriate recommendations with regard to appropriateness, affordability and build ability under the ongoing construction works.
13. Prepare draft report for submission to RAP3 SMT
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APPENDIX 3: NAMES OF PEOPLE CONSULTED
People consulted during DR site observation (1-2 May 2017)
S.N.

Name of person

Occupation

Address

1

Mr. Surya Darji

Farmer

Sipkhana, Raskot municipality -2

2

Mr. Lal Bahadur Bam

Farmer

Raskot municipality -2

3

Mr. Bhanu Bhakta
Chaulagai

Farmer

Raskot municipality -2

4

Mr. Kashi Ram Chaulagai

Farmer

Raskot municipality -1

5

Mr. Ganesh Prasad
Chaulagai

Farmer

Raskot municipality -1

6

Mr. Bhupendra Bam

LRCC Chairperson/Farmer

Raskot municipality -2

7

Mr. Nand Lal Yogi

Farmer

Raskot municipality -3

8

Mr. Yam Bahadur Sahi

Farmer

Raskot municipality -3

9

Mr. Ranjit Nath Yogi

Farmer

Raskot municipality -3

10

Mr. Gokul Bahadur Sahi

LRCC member/Farmer

Raskot municipality -3

11

Mr. Gambir Karki

Sahajkarta

Raskot municipality -3
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APPENDIX 4: CHECKLIST FOR SUB-PROJECT SITE OBSERVATION/CONSULTATION
Date: 1st-2nd May 2017
Name of Sub-project: Sanighat-Phukot-Syuna-Shipkhana District Road (DR), Kalikot

Project Siting
Parameter

Observation/measurement

Topography

hill slopes including hilltop, valley plain and river basin terrain of high mountains

Elevation range

from 990 m amsl to 1890m amsl

Relief

900m

Slope range

85-80% Surface water runoff into Sanigad Catchment
20-15% Surface water drain into Karnali River

Aspect (s)-through traverses alignment

The alignment traverses distinctly via South-East and South-West aspects

Bio-physical attributes
Geomorphology/Geology/Soil type

The surface geology of terrain consists of mainly rocks of schist and gneiss of the Kalikot
Formation with colluvial, residual and alluvial soil types.

Alluvial

Present

Colluvial

Present

Residual

Present

Present land use type along the alignment

Agricultural land (irrigated paddy Field) , Community Forest, Barren land, Private lands
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Watershed/catchment condition along the alignment
(v good, good, poor)

South East Catchment: Poor

Extent and number of ravines (kholsa/kholsi) crosses
by the alignment

4 major kholsis along the alignment; Lade Khola, Jogi Khola, Sune Khola and Sera Khola

Existence of landslides, erosion including other types
of slope failures along the alignment

In few cases at ch 5+520, 16+860

Parameter/Driver

Y

South West Catchment: Good

N

Consultations/Observations

Good practices to be noted (e.g)
Is the outward slope of formation width properly
maintained?

Y

In most cases outward slope has been maintained, some sections need improvement

Are the drainage systems regularly inspected
since completion by field team (if relevant)?

Y

Drainage have been inspected regularly
N

Does the field team have envisioned on extreme
weather condition (i.e. precipitation) and felt
inadequacy of road protecting measures?
Are the road cross drains adequate along with
appropriate types and size?

Y

Are the road side drains adequate along with
appropriate types and size?

Y

Are records on problem areas kept?

Y

Are there built any mitigation measures to curb
the velocity of surface runoff to preventing
gullying and slope failures?

Y

Only in few sections; energy dissipaters have been planned

Are

Y

In most cases the drainage has been properly maintained, but there is problem of

disrupted

natural

drainage

systems

Except some cases, most are adequate
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maintained properly?

disposal of drain water in few sections
N

Is there any (i.e. unknown) potential threat to
generating negative impacts on the road
structures?
Is there any missing structures to divert water
courses/surface runoff/springs into natural drains
within close proximity?

Y

In few cases

Are there built up any drainage/hydrological
structures without having potential risk of water
sources?

N

Are there any waterways either directly crossing
or having potential to interfere with the road
structures missing to divert onto natural drain?

N

Are built up structures adequate or practically
require some additional one at reasonable costs?

Y

Would it be useful to imagine likely consequences
of weather events and suggest any additional
opportunities to incorporate?

Y

Are there any missed opportunities to divert water
away from the road discharging flows into
neighbouring ravines outside the road`s
influence?

Y

In few cases

Do the site conditions comply with the design
(e.g. lining of drains, provision of low cost scour
checks, shaping of outward sloping road surface
cross fall, etc.,)

Y

Except a few cases

How is the standing of bio-engineering?

This is in few sites

Most sites have thrived, some sites need more care
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Which of the techniques has been used largely?

Brush layering

What type of plant species have been used
largely for the purpose?

Sajiwan, Bains

On which month bio-plant species are being
planted?

June, July, August

Are the techniques functioning well?

Y

Is there any inadequacy on bio-engineering?

Y

Is the road on the level of RMG maintenance
or/not?

Y

There is some problem of irrigation, soil fertility and soil preparation

If not what would be the causes?
Will DDC/local community repair damages
occurred due to extreme weather events?

Y

The newly formed Raskot Municipality will be responsible for this

If not what would be the causes?
Note
lessons
learnt
from
site
observations/consultations for doing things better
in the future

Properly maintaining outward slope, proper bio-engineering practices, disposal of drain till natural
ravines and support of local communities and road neighbours

Think on appropriate recommendations with
regard to appropriateness, affordability and build
ability under ongoing construction

Few sections require additional wall, energy dissipaters, proper care of bio-engineering structures

Past experience of extreme climate events

Do the communities have experiences of shifting of precipitation pattern? If yes explain consequences.
Wind storms are in increasing trend since last few years
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Rainfall pattern has changed like precipitation trend has decreased, rainfall localization with torrential nature is increased
Do the communities have experiences of cloudburst/extreme event within the watershed? If yes explain events and consequences.
In April 2006 a heavy rain of 4 hours took place in Kalikot
In June 2012, there was a downpour up to 18 hours in the catchment
In June 2016, heavy rain in a short period washed many houses and shops
Rainy months in Kalikot are July, August, September and January, February
Do the communities have experiences of torrential rainfall/ flooding/landslides within the corridor catchment? If yes explain consequences
In July 1991 a torrential rain for 4-5 hours triggered landslides within the catchment
Do the communities have experiences of increasing of temperature? If yes explain consequences.
In 2015 drought occurred throughout the year
In 2014 there was drought and paddy was transplanted during July/August
2016 winter received rain but monsoon season was dry
Would it be envision that CC impact bring extreme precipitation and flooding, which may lead to blockage of surface drains and damage the road
structures? ? If yes explain consequences.
The catchment is dry so chances of flooding is low, however cloud burst may cause flash floods
Perception of local communities on need and ownership about road? Discuss with other relevant groups of people:
Most people have shown acceptance of the project as a whole with exceptions of certain people with demand of construction of wall to protect
their land even in some unjustifiable places.
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